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THE RETURN OF GEOPOLITICS: THE LONG-TERM IMPACT OF PUTIN’S WAR 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

After conquering major parts of Ukraine’s Donbass region on top of annexing Crimea at gunpoint, Russian president Putin 

has now reportedly agreed a ceasefire. With its military forces routed from the region, Ukraine cannot do much against 

whatever Putin’s plans are for the region which Russian “volunteers” have invaded. The experience of Georgia and Moldo-

va suggests that, with the conflict frozen, the occupied region may turn into a Russian-controlled bandit fiefdom.  

 

Even if the conflict can now be frozen, allowing business confidence and economic growth to rebound in core Europe after 

a few months, the long-term impact of Putin’s war will likely be significant. 

 

 Western trust in Putin-run Russia has been shattered for good. Even without new sanctions, a mild version of 
cold war will likely ensue for a long time. Expect the West to gradually step up and redirect military spending somewhat 
to counter the Russian threat. We may have to say farewell to parts of the post-1990 peace dividend. 
 

 Russia likely lose in the end. Russia can easily win any hot war against countries such as Ukraine, Georgia or Moldo-
va. But with its fragile petro-economy, it can only lose a cold war against the West, even if it is only a mild cold war.  
 

 Scaring businesses away. Western businesses will be more reluctant to invest in Russia than before, depriving Russia 
to some extent of the capital and know-how needed to fully develop its energy resources and to modernise its non-
energy economy. Russia never belonged to any sensible definition of “BRICs”. It looks set to trail most other emerging 
markets by a significant margin for a long time to come. With oil prices unlikely to rise and thus offset Russia’s gradual-
ly increasing economic problems amid a likely rise in Russian military spending, Putin will face more and more econom-
ic problems and discord at home once the initial nationalist euphoria has petered out. 
 

 Strategically, Russia has boxed itself into a very awkward corner. While snatching parts of Ukraine through a 
semi-open war, it has probably alienated much of the remainder of Ukraine for generations to come. Except for Bela-
rus, Russia now only has neighbours in the West which are deeply afraid of Russia and are ready to incur some pain in 
order to stay as clear of Russia as they can. Even Finland and Sweden are now upgrading their cooperation with 
NATO. Moscow has probably lost Kyiv, one of the cradles of Russia’s magnificent civilisation, for good. 
 

 Bad strategy. Longer-term, Russia faces two major strategic threats, (i) the rise of a China which may or may not even-
tually revive ancient claims on parts of Russia’s thinly populated Siberia/Far East and (ii) Islamic fundamentalism at its 
Southern rim. By antagonising Europe, the one region which merely wanted peaceful commerce and cooperation, Rus-
sia has weakened its hand versus China a lot. Expect China to drive a very hard bargain as Moscow now tries to turn 
more towards Beijing.  
 

 A more coherent West. Democracies discuss, clubs of democracies such as the EU and NATO can bicker a lot. 
That’s normal. They do take their time, but they do react to challenges. They did win the last cold war, they did put Mi-
losevic behind bars. All the current noisy debates about how to react to the Russian challenge should not obscure one 
likely consequence: Putin’s war has likely strengthened the internal cohesion of the West. 
 

 No relapse into euro crisis. The return of geopolitics will further strengthen the resolve to keep the Eurozone to-
gether. For example, the consequences of what a hypothetical forced Greek exit from the euro would mean would be 
discussed in Athens, Berlin and Frankfurt a bit more in geopolitical on top of the mere economic terms. A break-up of 
the Eurozone has become even less likely. Bond markets have got that one quite right, in our view. 
 

 A little fiscal leeway. We do not expect any major fiscal stimulus in the Eurozone. As in 2014, Germany may grant 
itself a little stimulus in 2015, possibly some extra investment spending. But that and some investment spending initia-
tives on the European level will likely remain small fry. More importantly, in response to the current pause in Eurozone 
growth and, possibly, to the need to gradually strengthen the military, countries will probably be given more time to 
meet fiscal targets – especially if they show serious structural reforms. Paris and Rome, please deliver. 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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